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Wave theory of light as proposed by Huygens, Young’s, Fresnel, Maxwell’s etc are
only mathematical model or wave model of light. But light does not fit well in this
model. Many phenomenons occur in the world even though Maxwell’s equation
predicts them to be impossible such as non classical light and quantum entanglement
of electromagnetic fields. Finally any phenomenon involving individual photon such
as photoelectric effect, Planck’s law, Duane – Hunt law, single photon light detector
etc would be difficult or impossible to explain if  max well’s equation were exactly
true, as Maxwell’s equation do not involve photons.  Again there is no connection
between wave and particle model. Many scientists claims that the relation E = hν
connects wave and particle picture of light, but this is not correct. It has been
experimentally found that photon really exists in nature, but there is no direct evidence
of wave of light. By observing the bright & dark band on the screen, we are saying
that, light has wave nature. David Bohm has explained Interference on basis of
particle nature and Mr. Victor Urbana has explained and proved Polarization on the
basis of photon theory.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1679 Christian Huygens proposed the wave theory of light.
According to this, a luminous body is a source of disturbance in
hypothetical medium called ether. This medium pervades all
space. The disturbance from the source is propagated in the
form of waves through space and the energy is distributed
equally in all directions. These vibrations in the hypothetical
medium according to Huygens are similar to those produced in
solids and liquids. They are of mechanical nature. The
hypothetical medium ether is attributed to the property of
transmitting elastic waves, which we perceive as light.
Huygens assumed these wave to be longitudinal in which the
vibration of particles is parallel to the direction of propagation
of wave.

Huygens could satisfactory explain reflection, refraction and
double refraction noticed in crystals. However the phenomenon
of polarization discovered by him could not be explained. It
was difficult to conceive unsymmetrical behavior of
longitudinal waves about axis of propagation. These difficulties
were overcome, when Fresnel and Young suggested that light
wave is transverse.  In 1845 Michael Faraday discovered that
the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light is rotated
when the light rays travel along the magnetic field direction in
the presence of transparent dielectric, an effect known as
Faraday rotation. This was the first evidence that light was
related to electromagnetism. In 1846 he speculated that light
might be some form of disturbance propagating along magnetic
field lines. Faraday proposed in 1847 that light was a high
frequency electromagnetic vibration. In 1862 Maxwell
ingeniously synthesized electricity and magnetism and
developed equations which succinctly combine the important

theories. He showed that electromagnetic waves travel with the
speed of light and hence drawn the most important conclusion
that light wave itself is an electromagnetic wave.

Failure of electromagnetism

A no. of physical effect strongly suggests that the Maxwell
field theory of electromagnetism in incomplete:

a) The Aharonov -Bohm and Altshuler Arnov Spivak effect
b) The Topological Phase effect of Berry Aharonov,

Anandan, Pancaharatnam, Chiao
c) The Josephson effect
d) The quantum Hall effect
e) The Sagnas effect
f) The Wu Yang theory
g) The Meissner Effect

Limitation of Theory of electromagnetism

Many phenomenons occur in the world even though Maxwell’s
equation predicts them to be impossible such as non classical
light and quantum entanglement of electromagnetic fields.
Finally any phenomenon involving individual photon such as
photoelectric effect, Planck’s law, Duane – Hunt law, single
photon light detector etc would be difficult or impossible to
explain if  max well’s equation were exactly true, as Maxwell’s
equation do not involve photons. Maxwell’s equations have
been superseded by quantum chromo dynamics.

Two assumption of wave theory

Let us see whether light fits well in these assumptions or not

A) When light travel from rarer to denser medium, its speed
decreases due to decrease in wavelength but its frequency
and hence energy remains same.
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B) Velocity of wave in a particular medium remains
constant. This is a general theory. If the Frequency
increases then its wavelength decrease, there by adjusting
its velocity.

Checking of two assumptions

A. (a) Let us consider a red light (λ =750 nm) enters in a denser
medium whose refractive index µ = 1.19, due to this the
wavelength of light changes from 750 nm to 630 nm. But 630
nm is the wavelength of orange light. So the question is, inside
the denser medium, whether the light is red or orange? If
orange, then how it will become red after coming out from
denser medium?

Which is important or prior for waves; Frequency or
Wavelength i.e. when the color (property) of wave changes; by
changing wavelength or frequency.
Since the color of light as well as its energy not changes, so we
can say that wavelength and frequency are not the property of
light, they are only mathematical parameter for wave model of
light.

(b) Ultraviolet catastrophe.

An example that is currently of great interest is the way the
ozone layer protects us from the dangerous short wavelength
ultraviolet part of suns spectrum. In the classical description i.e.
light as a wave, when a wave passed into and back out of a
medium, its frequency is unchanged and although its
wavelength is altered while it is in the medium, it returns to its
original value when the wave emerges. Luckily for us this is
not at all what ultraviolet does when it passes through ozone
layer or the layer would offer any protection at all.

B. (a) If light is really a wave then its velocity in a medium

remain same which is equal to v =
μ

Since for glass µ = 1.5, so v =
×. = 2 × 10 .

So speed of light inside glass is 2 × 10
According to wave optics when light goes from rarer to denser
medium, the velocity of light changes due to change in
wavelength but frequency & energy remain same. On applying

de- Broglie hypothesis λ = , we have to say that this

decrease in wavelength is due to increase in velocity, as on
increasing mass, energy and frequency will increase, which is
not possible according to wave optics. So the explanation of
decrease in wavelength is only due to increase in velocity of
photon, which contradicts Special theory of relativity as well as
Foucault’s experiment etc.

According to wave optics, the refractive index of a medium is
given by µ = , where ‘v’ is the constant velocity of light in

denser medium. If we consider glass medium, then according to
wave optics, the constant velocity of light inside glass is, v = 2
× 10 .  But if we consider particle nature of light and

consider photon as a particle of light, velocity of photon does
not remain constant at all the point inside the crystal. Between
two lattice points the velocity of photon is greater than v = 2
× 10 and at the lattice point during absorption and emission,

it is less than v = 2 × 10 . The average velocity, not constant

velocity of photon in the glass is v = 2 × 10 .  So the

expression for refractive index for photon will be µ = t, where

‘l’ is total length path of denser medium and ‘t’ is the total time
taken to cover the length ‘l’.

So the change in velocity is not due to change in wavelength of
photon.  So wave theory, whether it is Classical or de-
Broglie’s fails to explains  the cause of average velocity of
photon inside denser medium, as well as, why photon take
longer time to pass through denser medium, since its velocity
inside it is c.

(b) Why ultraviolet ray, x-ray and gamma ray only travel few
meters in air, according to electromagnetic theory, all are
electromagnetic in nature.

Again why gamma ray are being stopped by aluminum foil of
few cm. If gamma ray has wave properties, then its speed in
aluminum foil should remain constant no matter how slow it
may be and they must travel infinite distance in aluminum foil
but this does not happen.

So for light the above assumptions are not fitting well. So light
is not a wave.

Explanation of above problem on basis of particle theory:

When light travels from rarer to denser medium, its velocity
decreases not due change in wavelength or frequency but due
to successive absorption and emission of photon by atoms. This
took time; if the number of atoms per unit volume is more
collisions will be more and if the distance travel is more than
also there is more collision.

Gamma photon, when enters to the denser medium are being
stopped by the medium, because they are being absorbed and
reemitted. During their re-emission, there is no single photon
but a numbers of photons. These photons are opaque to the
denser medium.

Dispersion on basis of particle theory

Let us consider a photon is incident on a denser medium.
Suppose the incident photon of energy hν interacts with an
atom having kinetic energy mv and intrinsic energy E. After

interaction, the photon is being absorbed by the atom and letv will be the velocity of atom and its intrinsic energy will
becomes E .

Then according to law of conservation of energy

hν + mv + E = 0 + mv + E
Since there is no change in temperature during absorption,
there is no change in kinetic energy.

So mv = mv
Hence                            hν + E = EE = hν + E

Now E - E = hν

Here E is energy of excited state. The excited state atom emits
a photon of same energy as was absorbed by it and comes to its
ground state. Due to this time elapse photon takes longer time
to pass through the medium. This does not means that the
velocity of photon inside denser medium is less than c, but it is
equal to c, due to time elapse in absorption and emission,
photon takes longer time to pass through denser medium.
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According to Einstein Mass – Energy relation E = mc2, E is
directly proportional to mass. Since gamma photons are more
energetic than X- ray photon, so we can say that gamma
photons are more massive than X- ray photon. Similarly we can
say that violet photons are more massive than red photon. Due
to more mass of violet photon, they suffer maximum collision
and hence maximum absorption and emission by the atoms of
crystal. Due to this they spent more time inside the crystal and
their deviation is also more than red photon. This is the reason
for splitting up white light into its constituent’s color, when
white light enters the glass prism.

No connection between wave and particle nature of light

Bohr explained for the first time how light is emitted from a
light source. An atom starts emitting a light waves as it leaves
the excited state and ceases emission as soon as it reaches the
lower energy state. Thus an emission event produces a light
burst or a photon or wave packet. Each light burst occurs over a
period of about 10-8 s only each is a wave train containing only
a certain limited number of wave oscillation in it, the light
emitted by an ordinary light source is not an infinite long,
simple harmonic wave but it is a jumble of finite wave trains.
If a wave train last for a time interval ∆t, the length of wave
train in vacuum is
l =(x2 – x1) = c ∆t, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. If
we take ∆t   = 10 s

Then l = 3× 10 ms × 10 s = 3m

The no. of oscillation present in the wave train is N =
λ

Where  is the wave length of emitted light.
Assuming that  = 5000Ȧ = 5x10-7 m

N = × = 6 x 106

Thus a wave train contains about a million wave oscillations.

Each light burst occurs over a period of about 10-8s

So time period of oscillation of electron in Bohr orbit is10-8s.
So the frequency of oscillation and frequency of photon should
be of the order 108 but according to wave theory, when the
wavelength is 5x10-7 m, frequency of light emitted is 6 x 1014

per second. So photon frequency is different from light
frequency.

According to Max Planck’s when an oscillator oscillates with
frequency ν, then it emit energy in the form of packet (quanta
or photon) which is equal to hν. In Planck’s hypothesis ν is the
frequency of oscillator, in our case it is  108 . A charge particle
which is oscillating with frequency 1, will emit a photon of
energy E1 = h1, and if it oscillate with frequency 2 it will emit
a photon of energy E2 = h2. So frequency of light and
frequency of oscillator are not same. Again photon frequency
and light frequency are different.

In Bohr’s theory E2 − E = hν .  Here ν is not the frequency of
light emitted it is only the frequency of vibrating electron. So in
the relation E = hν and E2 – E1 = hν,   ν is not the frequency of
light, it is the frequency of oscillator. The relation E = hν, not
connect the particle and wave nature of light. So photo electric
effect, Planck’s theory of discrete emission & absorption,
Compton Effect purely describe particle nature of light.

Again according to Bohr, photon is a wave packet inside which
6 × 10 wave exists and its size about 3m for a light of

wavelength 5000A0. The question here arises how 3m long
photon interact instantly with electron in photo electric effect
and Compton Effect. So light should not be continuously
emitted for 10-8 second. It should emit photon instantly by
getting energy from external photon field but the frequency of
oscillating electron is of the order of 108 and size of photon is
also comparable with electron. So we can say that photon does
not have any frequency or wavelength, but has energy hν.

Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory also predicts that an electron
oscillates with frequency ν in an L-C circuit will emit
electromagnetic wave of frequency ν, but we have seen that
electron frequency and assumed frequency of light are
different. So Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory is not true.

Does Photon exist?

If we think of light as a wave, then when if falls on
Photographic Plate or film we might liken it to an ocean wave
hitting the beach. Nothing Prevent the ocean wave from hitting
the sand simultaneously along its full extent. By analogy, one
might expect light falling on film to expose it uniformly along
its entire wave front. But this is not what happens when
examined carefully one finds that individual grains of silver
halide have been blackened one at a time.

We find a similar situation with more modern detection system
such as photo multipliers, avalanche Photodiodes and the like.
These detectors respond to a continuous light source not in a
continuous manner but by clicking. Light falling on the cathode
of a photo multiplier gives rise to ejected electrons, each
electron so produced is multiplied by being accelerated from
the Photo cathode through a series of secondary electrodes
colliding with each electrode in turn, each Primary electron
produce secondary that go onto cascade down the dynode
chain. The final result is a great number of electrons where
initially there was only one. These electrons are then routed
through a conventional amplifier and displayed appearing as a
brief electronic pulse, thus the click.

In 1986, Grangier, Roger and Aspect performed an experiment.
They measured the anticorrelation Parameter for this
experiment and extrapolated the results to low intensity to
eliminate limitational due to instrumental resolution. They
obtained A = 0, Perfect anticorrelation and detected Photons in
their experiment.

Evidence for light as a particle

We can learn something new about light by using a digital
camera to detect smaller and smaller amount of light.

The results are dramatically different from what we would
expect based on the wave theory of light. If light was a wave
and nothing but a wave then the absorbers would simply cut
down the wave amplitude across the whole wave front. The
digital camera entire chip would be illuminated uniformly and
weakening the wave with an absorber would just mean that
every pixel would take a long time to soak up enough energy to
register a signal.

But data show that some pixel takes strong hits while other pick
up no energy at all. Instead of the wave picture the image that
is naturally evoked by the data is something more like a hail of
bullets from a machine gun. Each bullet of light apparently
carries a tiny amount of energy, which is why detecting them
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individually requires a sensitive digital camera rather than an
eye or piece of film.
Photon and Gravity

Photon has no rest mass, it moving mass is giving by m= =
ν

When a photon fall through a height H can manifest the
increase of mgh in its energy by an increase in frequency from
ν to ′ .

Final photon energy = Initial energy + Increase in energy

E = h +
( ν)

h ′ = h + mgH

h ′ = h +
( ν)

h ′= h (1+ )

The increase in energy of a fallen photon was 1st observed in
1960 by pound and Rebka at Harvard. In their work H = 22.5
cm. They used gamma ray. This increase in energy of photon is
due to its particle nature.

Planck’s quantum hypothesis

An oscillator absorbs energy from the radiation field and
delivers it back to the field in quanta of 0, E 2E…….., where E
is a quantum of energy proportional to frequency of oscillator.
So E = nhν

Here hν appears due to kinetic energy of oscillator. So kinetic
energy of oscillator is hν. So when a oscillator oscillates with
frequency ν, it emit a photon of energy hν. Here v is only the
frequency of the oscillator, when it oscillates between excited
and ground state, ν is also not the frequency of emitted quanta.

Photo electric effect

According to Einstein, a certain minimum amount of energy
W0 is required to release an electron from a metal, so that when
a photon of energy hν strikes an atom, the energy balance (hν –
W0) is available for imparting kinetic energy to an electron
.Here ν is not the frequency of electron nor is it the frequency
of photon.

The point to be noted here that in the relation hν = hν0 + mv2,

hν is the energy of photon. So ν is not the frequency of photon.

CONCLUSION
a. Since there is no connection between light and wave

model and there are certain phenomena like Photoelectric
effect, Compton Effect, discrete emission & absorption,
Stark effect etc which can be only explained using particle
nature of light.

b. Interference, Diffraction & Polarization can also be
explained on the basis of particle theory (David Bohm has
explained Interference on basis of particle nature and Mr.
Victor Urbana has explained and proved Polarization on
the basis of photon theory). So we can say that Light has
only particle nature.
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